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Abstract. Software doping is a phenomenon that refers to the presence
of hidden software functionality, whose existence is only in the interest of
the manufacturer. The most prominent example is the diesel emissions
scandal. There is a need for methods that identify software doping, and
such methods are bound to be applied to the final product with no or rare
knowledge about its internals. Black-box analysis techniques have recently
been developed for this purpose, harvesting the formal foundations of
software doping. This paper integrates them with established falsification
techniques for the purpose of real-world applicability. With a focus on
the diesel scandal and emissions tests on chassis dynamometers we make
the testing procedures significantly more effective in terms of time and
cost. The theoretical results are implemented in a prototypical doping
tester.

1 Introduction

Embedded software is the innovation driver of our times. Software-defined systems
are permeating our communication, perception, and storage technology as well
as our personal interactions with technical systems at an unprecedented pace.

“Software-defined everything” is among the hottest buzzwords in IT technology
today [2, 18].

There is a tremendous problem hiding behind this apparently unstoppable
trend: The owners of the physical “hull” of everything will not be the ones owning
the software defining everything, nor will they have the right to look at what
and how everything is defined. This is because commercial software typically
is protected by intellectual property rights of the software manufacturer. This
prohibits any attempt to disassemble the software or to reconstruct its inner
working, albeit it is the very software that is forecasted to be defining everything.
The use of machine-learnt software components amplifies the problem considerably.
Since commercial interests of the software manufacturers seldomly are aligned
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with the interest of end users, the promise of software-defined everything might
well become a dystopia from the perspective of individual digital sovereignty.

A massive example of software-defined collective damage is the diesel emissions
scandal. Over a period of more than 10 years, millions of diesel-powered cars have
been equipped with illegal software that altogether polluted the environment for
the sake of commercial advantages of the car manufacturers. At its core, this
was made possible by the fact that only a single, precisely defined test setup
was put in place for checking conformance with exhaust emissions regulations.
This made it a trivial software engineering task to identify the test particularities
and to turn off emission cleaning outside these particular conditions. This is an
archetypical instance of software doping.

Against this background, there is an urgent need to establish stronger and
enforceable requirements on the systems we are interacting with, and this is indeed
echoed in legislatory frameworks [24]. However, the roll-out of such requirements
in everyday practice needs a firm understanding of the technological basis for
enforcing such requirements, respectively for identifying violations thereof.

This paper is part of ongoing research addressing this challenge. It harvests
the outcomes of three recent scientific achievements: (i) formal definitions of
software doping based on contracts enforcing well-defined software behaviour in
the vicinity of standardised behaviour [12], (ii) a solid foundation for doping tests
to be carried out in practice [6], and (iii) probabilistic falsification techniques
developed to guide the search for property violations in cyber-physical system
engineering [1, 20]. By combining the above ingredients, this paper addresses
the question how to perform cost-effective doping tests that are indeed likely to
succeed in uncovering actual cases of doped software. It approaches this question
both from a foundational and from a practical perspective. On the foundational
side, we introduce a temporal hyperlogic to reason about signals which we use to
characterise the falsifiable fragment of a software doping contract. Great care
is taken for this to work on the actual time-discrete traces that are recorded
from the real system which itself is running in continuous time. On the practical
side, we discuss a novel approach to probabilistic falsification that overcomes
the problem that in many practical cases the possibility to carry out masses of
highly-controlled experiments with a physical system is severely limited by cost or
time budgets. To account for this, we add a passive recording component to the
concept of falsification which observes the system in-the-wild to propose only few
candidate traces to be inspected under lab conditions. All this is instantiated in
the context of automotive emissions, where lab conditions correspond to expensive
test runs on a chassis dynamometer, while observing the system in-the-wild is
nothing else than collecting statistics while driving on normal roads.

The paper makes the following distinguished contributions: (i) a linear tem-
poral logic for hyperproperties over continuous signals that enables quantitative
reasoning across traces, (ii) a logical reformulation of the falsifiable fragment
of a software doping contract, (iii) a probabilistic falsification technique that
uses passive recording for cost-effective doping testing, and (iv) an exemplary
instantiation of these concepts in the context of automotive emissions.
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Related Work. Software doping theory provides a formal basis for enlarging the
requirements on vehicle exhaust emissions beyond too narrow lab test conditions.
That conceptual limitation has by now been addressed by the official authorities
responsible for car type approval [24, 25]: The old NEDC-based test procedure
is replaced by the newer Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure
(WLTP), which is deemed to be more realistic. WLTP replaces the NEDC test by
a new WLTC test, but WLTC still is just a single test scenario. In addition, WLTP
embraces so called Real Driving Emissions (RDE) tests to be conducted on public
roads. A recently launched mobile phone app [8], LolaDrives, harvests runtime
monitoring technology for making low-cost RDE tests accessible to everyone.

Learning or approximating the behaviour of a system under test has been
studied intensively. Meinke and Sindhu [19] were among the first to present a
testing approach incrementally learning a Kripke structure representing a reactive
system. Volpato and Tretmans [27] propose a learning approach which gradually
refines an under- and over-approximation of an input-output transition system
representing the system under test. The correctness of this approach needs several
assumptions, e.g., an oracle indicating when, for some trace, all outputs, which
extend the trace to a valid system trace, have been observed.

2 Background

This section introduces the necessary background regarding temporal logics for
hyperproperties and for continuous signals, probabilistic falsification basics, and
reviews the formal definitions of software doping.

2.1 Temporal Logics

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [22] is a popular formalism to reason about prop-
erties of traces. A trace is an infinite word where each literal is a subset of AP,
the set of atomic propositions. Programs are interpreted as sets SLTL ⊆ (2AP)ω of
such traces. LTL provides expressive means to characterise sets of traces, often
called trace properties.

Temporal Logics for Hyperproperties. For some set of traces T , a trace property
defines a subset of T , whereas a hyperproperty defines a set of subsets of T . In
this way it specifies which traces are valid in combination with one another. Many
temporal logics have been extended to corresponding hyperlogics supporting
the specification of hyperproperties. HyperLTL [11] is such a temporal logic for
the specification of hyperproperties of reactive systems. It extends LTL with
trace quantifiers and trace variables that make it possible to refer to multiple
traces within a logical formula. A HyperLTL formula is defined by the following
grammar where π is drawn from a set V of trace variables :

ψ :: = ∃π. ψ | ∀π. ψ | φ
φ :: = aπ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Xφ | φ U φ
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The quantifiers ∃ and ∀ quantify existentially and universally, respectively, over
the set of traces. For example, the formula ∀π. ∃π′. φ means that for every trace π
there exists another trace π′ such that φ holds over the pair of traces. To account
for distinct valuations of atomic propositions across distinct traces, the atomic
propositions are indexed with trace variables: for some atomic proposition a ∈ AP
and some trace variable π ∈ V, aπ states that a holds in the initial position of
trace π. The temporal operators and Boolean connectives are interpreted as usual
for LTL. In particular, Xφ means that φ holds in the next state of every trace
under consideration. Likewise, φ U φ′ means that φ′ eventually holds in every
trace under consideration at the same point in time, provided φ holds in every
previous instant in all such traces. Further operators are derivable: Fφ ≡ true U φ
enforces φ to eventually hold in the future, Gφ ≡ ¬F¬φ enforces φ to always
hold, and the weak-until operator φW φ′ ≡ φ U φ′ ∨ Gφ allows φ to always hold
as an alternative to the obligation for φ′ to eventually hold. We refer to [11] for
the formal semantics.

Temporal Logics over Continuous Domains. LTL enables reasoning over traces
σ ∈ (2AP)

ω
which are of discrete nature with respect to the time domain they

represent. With each literal in the trace representing a time step, σ can equiva-
lently be viewed as a function N→ 2AP. One extension of LTL is Signal Temporal
Logic (STL) [13,17], which instead is used for reasoning over real-valued signals
that may change in value along an underlying time domain. A signal is a function
s : T → R where T is the time domain. The time domain T can be either N

(discrete-time signals), or R≥0 (continuous-time signals). This can be lifted to
multi-dimensional signals w(t) = (s1(t), . . . , sn(t)), mapping each time point to
some element of Rn. We refer to such a w : T → Rn as a (discrete-time or
continuous-time) trace of width n in the sequel.

STL formulas can express properties of systems modelled as sets SSTL ⊆ (T →
Rn) of traces of some fixed width n, basically by making the atomic properties
refer to booleanizations of the signal values. The syntax of the variant of STL
that we use in this paper is as follows, where f ∈ Rn → R:

φ :: = > | f > 0 | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | φ U φ .

STL replaces atomic propositions by threshold predicates of the form f > 0,
which hold if and only if function f applied to the signal values at the current

w, t |= >
w, t |= f > 0 iff f(s1(t), . . . , sn(t)) > 0

w, t |= ¬φ iff w, t 6|= φ

w, t |= φ ∧ ψ iff w, t |= φ and w, t |= ψ

w, t |= φ U ψ iff exists t′ ≥ t s.t. w, t′ |= ψ and

for all t′′ ∈ [t, t′), w, t′′ |= φ

Fig. 1: Boolean semantics of STL formulas

time returns a positive
value. The Boolean oper-
ators and the Until oper-
ator U are very similar to
those of HyperLTL. The
Next operator X is not part
of STL, because “next” is
without precise meaning in
continuous time. The defi-
nitions of the derived oper-
ators F, G and W are the
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same as for HyperLTL. Formally, the Boolean semantics of an STL formula φ at
time point t ∈ T for a trace w = (s1, . . . , sn) is defined inductively in Fig. 1.

Quantitative Interpretation. STL has been extended by a quantitative seman-
tics [1, 13, 14] as presented in Fig. 2. This semantics is designed in such a way
that whenever ρ(φ,w, t) 6= 0, its sign indicates whether w, t |= φ holds in the
Boolean semantics. For any STL formula φ, trace w and time t, if ρ(φ,w, t) > 0,
then w, t |= φ holds, and if ρ(φ,w, t) < 0, then w, t |= φ does not hold. For the

ρ(>, w, t) = ∞
ρ(f > 0, w, t) = f(s1(t), . . . , sn(t))

ρ(¬φ,w, t) = −ρ(φ,w, t)

ρ(φ ∧ ψ,w, t) = min(ρ(φ,w, t), ρ(ψ,w, t))

ρ(φ U ψ,w, t) = sup
t′≥t

min {ρ(ψ,w, t′), inf
t′′∈[t,t′)

ρ(φ,w, t′′)}

Fig. 2: Quantitative semantics of STL formulas

scope of this paper,
we work with the
untimed Until oper-
ator, instead of al-
lowing U[a,b] for arbi-
trary bounds a, b ∈
R. With only the
untimed Until oper-
ator, the continuous
and discrete seman-
tics [14] coincide.

Robustness and Falsification. The value of the quantitative semantics can serve as
a robustness estimate and as such be used to search for a violation of the property

Algorithm 1 Monte-Carlo falsification

Input: w: Initial trace, R: Robustness function,
PS: Proposal Scheme

Output: w ∈ SSTL

1: while R(w) > 0 do
2: w′ ← PS(w)
3: α← exp(−β(R(w′)−R(w)))
4: r ← UniformRandomReal(0, 1)
5: if r ≤ α then
6: w ← w′

7: end if
8: end while

at hand, i.e., to falsify it. The
robustness of STL formula φ is
its quantitative value at time
0, that is, Rφ(w) := ρ(φ,w, 0).
So, falsifying a formula φ for
a system SSTL boils down to a
search problem with the goal
condition Rφ(w) < 0. Success-
ful falsification algorithms solve
this problem by understanding
it as the optimisation prob-
lem minimisew∈SSTL

Rφ(w). Algo-
rithm 1 [1, 20] sketches an algo-
rithm for Monte-Carlo Markov
Chain falsification, which is based on acceptance-rejection sampling [10]. Our
version of the algorithm works on system traces instead of an input space. An
input to the algorithm is an initial trace w and a computable robustness function
R. Robustness computation for finite timed traces of simulations of a system
has been discussed in the literature [13, 14]; we omit this discussion here. The
third input PS is a proposal scheme that proposes a new trace to the algorithm
based on the previous one (line 2). The parameter β (used in line 3) can be
adjusted during the search and is a means to avoid being trapped in local minima,
preventing to find a global minimum. Any two traces w and w′ ∈ SSTL with
robustness values R(w) and R(w′) are sampled with probability proportional to
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e−βR(w)

e−βR(w′) (lines 3-6). The algorithm seeks to minimise R over the system’s traces
SSTL, and terminates when it finds a trace with a negative robustness value, i.e.,
a trace that violates the STL property from which R is derived.

2.2 Software Doping

Contracts and Robustness. Earlier work [12] has developed a formal basis for
the purpose of characterising software doping, by providing precise definitions of
when the system’s behaviour is clean, i.e., does not contain hidden functionalities
not in the interest of the user. If a program exhibits behaviour that is not clean,
it is doped.

All cleanness definitions are based on the assumption that there is some
well-defined and agreed standard input/output behaviour of the system. Robust
cleanness, the cleanness definition that we work with in this paper, extends this
behaviour to the vicinity around the inputs and outputs close to the standard
behaviour. The definition of “vicinity” and of “standard behaviour” is assumed
to be part of a contract between software manufacturer and user. The contract
entails the standard behaviour, distance functions for input and output values,
and distance thresholds to define the input and output vicinity, respectively.
With this, a system behaviour is considered clean, if its output is (or stays) in
the output vicinity of the standard, unless the input is (or moves) outside the
standard’s input vicinity.

Example 1. A concrete contract for diesel-powered cars will, for instance, enforce
bounded deviations in exhaust emissions provided the driving profile stays in
the bounded vicinity of the standardised tests (such as NEDC or WLTC). Recent
experiments [6] have considered contracts based on NEDC with speed values as
inputs and NOx emissions as output values, together with distance functions
computing the absolute difference of speed inputs and NOx outputs, respectively,
and value thresholds were 15 km/h for inputs and 80 mg/km for outputs.

A function d : X ×X → R≥0 is a pseudometric function if it satisfies d(x, x) = 0,
d(x, y) = d(y, x) and d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y) for all x, y, z ∈ X. We let σ[k]
denote the k-th literal of the infinite word σ.

Reactive Execution Model. We can view a (nondeterministic) reactive program
as a function SR : Inω → 2(Outω) perpetually mapping inputs In to sets of outputs
Out [12]. A contract is a tuple C = 〈StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo〉 where StdIn ⊆ Inω

is the input space of the system designated to define the standard behaviour,
dIn : (In∗×In∗)→ R≥0 and dOut : (Out∗×Out∗)→ R≥0 are pseudometric distance
functions on finite words over inputs, respectively outputs, and κi ∈ R≥0 is a
constant defining the maximum distance to the standard input allowed, and
similarly κo ∈ R≥0 is the maximum distance between two outputs such that they
are still considered sufficiently close. For the purpose of this paper, we assume the
distance functions to be induced by pointwise pseudometric functions of the form
dIn : (In× In)→ R≥0 and dOut : (Out× Out)→ R≥0 in a past-forgetful manner.
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Definition 1. A reactive program SR : Inω → 2(Outω) is robustly clean w.r.t.
to contract C = 〈StdIn, dIn, dOut, κi, κo〉 if for all input sequences i, i′ ∈ Inω with
i ∈ StdIn, it holds for arbitrary k ≥ 0 that whenever dIn(i[j], i

′[j]) ≤ κi for all
j ≤ k, then

1. for all o ∈ SR(i) there exists o′ ∈ SR(i′) such that dOut(o[k], o′[k]) ≤ κo, and
2. for all o′ ∈ SR(i′) there exists o ∈ SR(i) such that dOut(o[k], o′[k]) ≤ κo.

The definition enforces that whenever an input i′ remains within κi vicinity
around the standard input i, then the output sets generated by i and i′ are at
most κo away from each other.

HyperLTL Characterisation. D’Argenio et al. [12] prove that the following two
HyperLTL formulas characterise robust cleanness in the sense of Definition 1.

∀π1. ∀π2. ∃π′2. StdInπ1
→
(
G(iπ2

= iπ′2) ∧ (1)(
(d̂Out(oπ1

, oπ′2) ≤ κo) W (d̂In(iπ1
, iπ′2) > κi)

))
∀π1. ∀π2. ∃π′1. StdInπ1

→
(
G(iπ1

= iπ′1) ∧ (2)(
(d̂Out(oπ′1 , oπ2

) ≤ κo) W (d̂In(iπ′1 , iπ2
) > κi)

))
The non-atomic propositions in the formulas above are syntactic sugar; the input
and output values in system SLTL give rise to a binary encoding into sets of
atomic propositions.

Mixed-IO Model. The reactive execution model and the HyperLTL characterisa-
tion above have the strict requirement that for every input, the system produces
exactly one output. Recent work [5, 6] instead considers mixed-IO models, where
a program SIO ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is a subset of traces containing both inputs and
outputs, but without any restriction on the order or frequency in which inputs
and outputs appear in the trace. In particular, they are not required to strictly
alternate (but they may, and in this way the reactive execution model can be
considered a special case). A particularity of this model is the distinct output
symbol δ for quiescence, i.e., the absence of an output. For example, finite be-
haviour can be expressed by adding infinitely many δ symbols to a finite trace.
In this model, standard behaviour is captured by subset Std ⊆ SIO of traces
of a system SIO. To capture the notion of robust cleanness in the mixed-IO
model, every trace is projected into an input, respectively output domain. The
set of input symbols contains one additional element –i, that indicates that in
the respective steps an output was produced, but masking the concrete output.
Similarly, the set of output symbols contains the additional element –o to mask a
concrete input symbol. Projection on inputs ↓i : (In ∪ Out)ω → (In ∪ {–i})ω and
projection on outputs ↓o : (In ∪ Out)ω → (Out ∪ {–o})ω are defined for all traces
σ ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω and k ∈ N as follows: σ↓i[k] := if σ[k] ∈ In then σ[k] else –i
and similarly σ↓o[k] := if σ[k] ∈ Out then σ[k] else –o. The distance functions
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d̄In and d̄Out apply on input and output symbols or their respective masks, i.e.
they are pseudometrics in (In∪{–i})× (In∪{–i})→ R≥0 ∪{∞} and, respectively,
(Out ∪ {–o})× (Out ∪ {–o})→ R≥0 ∪ {∞}. As for the reactive model, we define
a contract formally as a tuple C = 〈Std, d̄In, d̄Out, κi, κo〉 (where StdIn is replaced
by Std, dIn by d̄In, and dOut by d̄Out). Its satisfaction is defined by the adapted
robust cleanness definition below [6].

Definition 2. A system SIO ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω is robustly clean w.r.t. contract
C = 〈Std, d̄In, d̄Out, κi, κo〉 if and only if Std ⊆ SIO and for all σ ∈ Std, σ′ ∈ SIO
and k ≥ 0 it holds that whenever d̄In(σ[j]↓i, σ′[j]↓i) ≤ κi for all j ≤ k then

1. there exists σ′′∈ SIO such that σ′↓i = σ′′↓i and d̄Out(σ[k]↓o, σ′′[k]↓o) ≤ κo,
2. there exists σ′′∈ Std such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and d̄Out(σ

′[k]↓o, σ′′[k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Def. 2 contains two requirements, numbered as 1. and 2 . In the following, we
will sometimes explicitly address either of these conditions by referring to it as
the first, respectively second condition of robust cleanness.

3 Logical characterisation for mixed IO

This section discusses how to reformulate robust cleanness to make it amenable to
probabilistic falsification. For this, we translate eq. (2) into a HyperSTL formula,
subsequentially remove its quantifiers by means of a highly efficient parallel
composition on the level of traces and, finally, carefully adapt this quantifier-free
representation to the mixed-IO model.

Hyperlogics over Continuous Domains. Previous work [21] extends STL to
HyperSTL echoing the extension of LTL to HyperLTL. A major challenge of the
robustness computation for HyperSTL formulas is the adequate handling of the
continuous time domain when comparing two execution traces of a system. For
systems that can be simulated, this can be avoided [21] by composing one or
more copies of the simulation model in parallel to itself [11]. Snapshots of the
composed system are effectively snapshots of the individual copies of the model at
exactly the same time point. This approach is not available when interacting with
(black-box) real-world cyber-physical systems (CPS). In such scenarios, a suitable
logics is HyperSTL* [7], an extension of STL* [9], which enables the comparison
of different time points in different traces by means of a freeze operator. We use
a variant of this idea, but with a HyperSTL syntax similar to [21].

ψ :: = ∃π. ψ | ∀π. ψ | φ
φ :: = > | f > 0 | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | φ U φ .

The meaning of the universal and existential quantifier is as for HyperLTL. A
crucial difference to the other logics presented above is the proposition f > 0. In
contrast to HyperLTL and to the existing definition of HyperSTL, we consider
it insufficient to allow propositions to refer to only a single trace. In HyperLTL
that does not cause harm, because atomic propositions of individual traces can
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be compared by means of the Boolean connectives. To formulate thresholds for
real values, however, we feel the need to allow real values from multiple traces to
be combined in the function f , and thus to appear as arguments of f . Hence, in
our semantics of HyperSTL, f > 0 holds if and only if the result of f , applied to
all traces quantified over, is greater than 0. For this to work formally, the arity
of function f is the product of the trace width n and the number m of traces
quantified over at the occurrence of f > 0 in the formula, so f : (Rn)m → R.

A trace assignment [11] Π : V → SSTL is a partial function assigning traces
of SSTL to variables. Let Π[π := w] denote the same function as Π, except that
π is mapped to trace w. The quantitative semantics of a HyperSTL formula ψ,
at time point t ∈ T , for a system S ⊆ (T → Rn) and a trace assignment Π is
defined inductively:

ρ(∃π. ψ, S, Π, t) = max
w∈S

ρ(ψ, S, Π[π := w], t)

ρ(∀π. ψ, S, Π, t) = min
w∈S

ρ(ψ, S, Π[π := w], t)

ρ(>, S, Π, t) = ∞
ρ(f > 0, S, Π, t) = f(Π(π1)(t), . . . ,Π(πm)(t))

for dom(Π) = {π1, . . . , πm}1

ρ(¬φ, S, Π, t) = −ρ(φ, S, Π, t)

ρ(φ1 ∧ φ2, S, Π, t) = min(ρ(φ1, S, Π, t), ρ(φ2, S, Π, t))

ρ(φ1 U φ2, S, Π, t) = sup
t′≥t

min{ρ(φ2, S, Π, t
′), inf

t′′∈[t,t′)
ρ(φ1, S, Π, t

′′)}

It is an easy exercise to show that for continuous-time signals this quantitative
semantics of HyperSTL is a conservative extension of the quantitative semantics
of STL discussed above. For discrete-time signals it is important to understand
that discrete time points often represent points in continuous time. It is widely
accepted, that this can be cast into a (strictly monotonic) timing function
τ : N → R≥0 [3, 14]. The HyperSTL semantics given above is meaningful in a
discrete-time setting if all traces share the same timing function.

HyperSTL characterisation. As discussed in Section 2.2, robust cleanness is a
hyperproperty. Recent work on testing and monitoring of robust cleanness [6]
explains the difficulties of monitoring such hyperproperties. In essence, it turns
out that the first condition of Definition 2 cannot be refuted by observing a real
system. Intuitively, this is because this condition effectively puts a constraint on
the lower bound of the size of the sets of outputs that a system must be able
to produce whereas the second condition enforces an upper bound. A violation
of the upper-bound constraint is irrevocable, i.e., once observed, the system
is for sure not robustly clean. However not having observed an output that is
larger than the lower bound, does not exclude the possibility for observing such
an output in the future. We therefore follow [6], and focus only on the second

1 We admit some sloppiness; the set dom(Π) should have a fixed order.
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condition of the robust cleanness definition in our work on falsification. For
the HyperLTL characterisation this means that we only work with the second
formula, labelled (2).

The HyperLTL characterisation (2) assumes the system to be a subset of
(2AP)ω and works with distances between traces by means of a Boolean encoding
into atomic propositions. We will describe how to transform the HyperLTL
formula (2) into a HyperSTL formula, where systems are given as subsets of
(T → Rn) for some width n ∈ N. Robust cleanness distinguishes between inputs
and outputs, and we assume that the input set In and the output set Out are
represented as signals of width m, respectively width l. The system space then is
SSTL ⊆ (T → Rm+l). Solely for the sake of clarity, we will in the sequel, unless
otherwise stated, restrict to m = l = 1, i.e., In ⊆ R and Out ⊆ R, and thus work
with a fixed width of 2, hence SSTL ⊆ (T → In× Out).

We can assume a set Std ⊆ SSTL as given, which defines all standard behaviours
of the system. The HyperSTL characterisation of the HyperLTL formula (2) is
then

∀π1. ∀π2. ∃π′1. Stdπ1 > 0→ (3)(
G(|iπ1

− iπ′1 | ≤ 0 ∧ Stdπ′1 > 0) ∧(
(dOut(oπ′1 , oπ2

)− κo ≤ 0) W (dIn(iπ′1 , iπ2
)− κi > 0)

))
The quantifiers remain unchanged relative to (2). The predicate StdInπ1 that
holds if and only if π1 is a standard input, is replaced by the function Stdπ1

which returns a positive value if π1 is in Std, and a non-positive value otherwise.
The input equality requirement of π1 and π′1 is ensured by globally enforcing
|iπ1
− iπ′1 | ≤ 0.
Since we switched from the concept of standard inputs to the concept of

standard traces, we must also check that π′1 is a standard trace. This echoes the
setup in Definition 2, where the second requirement asks for a trace σ′′ ∈ Std
instead of a trace from SIO, see [6] for an elaborate discussion. In the operands of

the Weak-Until operator W, we replace the AP-encoded versions of d̂In and d̂Out

by the original distance functions dIn and dOut, and we perform simple arithmetic
operations to match the syntactic requirements of HyperSTL.

We remark that for encoding Stdπ, due to the absence of the Next-operator
in HyperSTL, it might be necessary to add a clock signal s(t) = t to traces
in a preprocessing step, not considered here for the sake of avoiding cluttered
notation.

Quantifier Elimination. In many practical settings—where the different standard
behaviours are spelled out upfront explicitly, as in NEDC and WLTC—it can be
assumed that the number of distinct standard behaviours Std is finite (while
there are infinitely many possible behaviours in SSTL). Finiteness of Std makes it
possible to remove the quantifiers by enumeration, and opens the way to work
with the STL fragment of HyperSTL, after proper adjustments.
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Let Std = {w1, . . . , wc} be an arbitrary standard set with c unique standard
traces. We will demonstrate the quantifier elimination by substituting by the
placeholder V (π1, π2) the subformula (starting with ∃π′1. . . .) of formula (3) behind
the second quantification. We can switch the order of the ∀-quantifiers without
changing the semantics of the formula, so we are working with ∀π2. ∀π1. V (π1, π2).
Then, by replacing the second quantifier with the infinite conjunction [23], we get

∀π2.
∧

w∈SSTL

V (w, π2).

The latter can be split into a finite and an infinite conjunction

∀π2.
∧

w∈Std

V (w, π2) ∧
∧

w∈SSTL\Std

V (w, π2). (4)

Let W (π1, π2, π
′
1) be the placeholder, such that V (π1, π2) = ∃π′1. Stdπ1 > 0 →

W (π1, π2, π
′
1). Unfolding V in the right (infinite) conjunction in formula (4)

reveals ∧
w∈SSTL\Std

∃π′1. Stdw > 0→W (w, π2, π
′
1).

It follows directly from the definition of Stdπ that for all w 6∈ Std, Stdw is non-
positive. Hence that fragment of the formula is trivially fulfilled, and formula (4)
is equivalent to

∀π2.
∧

w∈Std

V (w, π2).

Combined with similar reasoning for the ∃-operator and disjunctions we can
altogether rewrite formula (3) into∧

w∈Std

∨
w′∈Std

(
G(|iw − iw′ | ≤ 0) ∧ (5)

(
(dOut(ow′ , o)− κo ≤ 0) W (dIn(iw′ , i)− κi > 0)

))
,

where the ∀-quantification over π1 is replaced by the conjunction over standard
traces w, the ∃-quantification of π′1 by the disjunction over standard traces w′,
and the remaining ∀-quantification of π2 is eliminated by rewriting into a trace
formula and removing the trace indices from iπ2

and oπ2
.

Self-composition in logic. Formula (5) is not yet an STL formula, because the
distance function dIn needs to compare the trace input with inputs of constant
traces from the set Std. A popular technique to analyse hyperproperties is
self-composition of a system [4, 15]. We use a syntactic variant of parallel self-
composition as follows. For a trace width n, we compose the signals of the
trace under investigation w = (s1, . . . , sn) and the signals of each of the, say, c
standard traces {(s11, . . . , s1n), . . . , (sc1, . . . , scn)} = Std. The composed trace
then is of width n+ nc, it is w′ = (s1, . . . , sn, s11, . . . , sn1, . . . , s1c, . . . , snc). For
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the restricted case considered here (one-dimensional input and output signals),
w′ = (i, o, i1, o1, . . . , ic, oc) is of trace width 2 + 2c. The resulting STL formula for
monitoring robust cleanness is

∧
1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(
G(|ia − ib| ≤ 0) ∧ (6)

(
(dOut(ob, o)− κo ≤ 0) W (dIn(ib, i)− κi > 0)

))
.

Recall that a discrete time interpretation of such a formula requires all system
traces to share the same timing function τ .

Embedding into the mixed-IO model. The STL formula (6) still is bound to inputs
and outputs forming pairs synchronized in time. A more realistic scenario is
that of inputs and outputs occurring independently of each other. In particular,
when testing a real-world CPS, the testing interface can either pass an input
to the system under test or receive an output, but not both at the same time.
Furthermore, certain tests require to pass a series of inputs before receiving an
output at all [6]. The mixed-IO model supports such real-world testing scenarios.
Mixed-IO signals are always defined in the discrete time domain. A mixed-IO
signal s ∈ (In ∪ Out)ω (or, equivalently, s : N → In ∪ Out) is similar to a real-
valued discrete-time signal but the value domain R is replaced by the domain
In ∪ Out. A discrete-time mixed-IO trace w = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ ((In ∪ Out)ω)

n
is a

tuple of n mixed-IO signals. Accordingly, predicates of the form f > 0 must use
functions f that produce real values for mixed-IO signals. Formula (6) requires
that all traces share the same timing function. For continuous-time signals, we
ensure that this condition is met by transforming all traces into traces with a
common value frequency (say, 1 Hz) by averaging the values observed in a time
unit (of one second). Let w = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ (N → In ∪ Out)n be a recorded
trace with some timing function τ : N → R≥0, that is sampled with at least
one value per time unit, i.e., τ(i + 1) − τ(i) ≤ 1 for all i ∈ N. This trace is
condensed to a new trace w′ = (s′1, . . . , s

′
n) with timing function τ ′(i) = i, and

s′j(t) := average
(
∪τ(i)∈[t,t+1) sj(i)

)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i.e., each signal s′j is piecewise

constant: for each unit time interval [t, t+ 1) the signal value is set to the average
of all signal values originally recorded in that unit time interval.

For adjusting formula (6), let Std = {s1, . . . , sc} ⊆ (In ∪ Out)ω be a set of
standard traces, each in the form of a single mixed-IO signal. Following the
syntactic self-composition idea from above, the composition of a trace w under
investigation with Std is the trace w′ = (w, s1, . . . , sc) ∈ ((In ∪ Out)ω)

c+1
. This

needs two subtle adjustments of the formula. First, the distances dIn and dOut

are replaced by their mixed-IO counterparts d̄In and d̄Out, and instead of directly
accessing inputs and outputs, the current value is projected to the input and
output domain, respectively. Second, since the set In and Out is opaque, the
expression |ia − ib| is not evaluable any more, it is replaced by the distance d̄
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based on d̄In and d̄Out. The resulting formula is∧
1≤a≤c

∨
1≤b≤c

(
G(d̄(sa↓i, sb↓i) ≤ 0) ∧ (7)

(
(d̄Out(sb↓o, s↓o)− κo ≤ 0) W (d̄In(sb↓i, s↓i)− κi > 0)

))
,

where d̄ is defined for some ε > 0 as

d̄(x, y) :=


0, if x = y

d̄In(x, y) + ε, if x 6= y ∧ x, y ∈ In

d̄Out(x, y) + ε, if x 6= y ∧ x, y ∈ Out

∞, otherwise.

In the second and third clause of the above definition we add some positive value
ε to the result of d̄In and d̄Out, because they are pseudometrics, and d̄In(i1, i2)
could be 0 even if i1 6= i2. For the correctness of formula (7), however, it is crucial
that d̄(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y. For a good performance of the falsification
algorithm, we will nevertheless want to make use of d̄In and d̄Out if i1 6= i2. We
remark that d̄ is not a metric, because the triangle inequality requirement now is
violated.

The discussion above has assembled all the details to formally back the
following theorem, stating that a system satisfies formula (7) if and only if it
satisfies the second condition of robust cleanness in Definition 2.

Theorem 1. Let C = 〈Std, d̄In, d̄Out, κi, κo〉 be a contract for some system SIO ⊆
(In ∪ Out)ω with Std = {σ1, . . . , σc} ⊆ SIO, and let φ denote formula (7). Then,
for all σ′ ∈ SIO, it holds (σ′, σ1, . . . , σc), 0 |= φ if and only if for all σ ∈ Std and
k ≥ 0 such that d̄In(σ[j]↓i, σ′[j]↓i) ≤ κi holds for all j ≤ k, there exists σ′′∈ Std
such that σ↓i = σ′′↓i and d̄Out(σ

′[k]↓o, σ′′[k]↓o) ≤ κo.

Example 2. We consider C = 〈Std, d̄In, d̄Out, κi, κo〉 where Std = {w1, w2} contains
the two standard traces w1 = 1i 2i 3i 7o 0i δ

ω and w2 = 0i 1i 2i 3i 6o δ
ω. We here

decorate inputs with index i and outputs with index o, i.e., w1 describes a system
receiving the three inputs 1, 2, and 3, then producing the output 7, and finally
receiving input 0 before entering quiescence. We take

d̄Out(o1, o2) =


|o1 − o2|, if o1, o2 ∈ Out\{δ}
0, if o1 =o2 =–o or o1 =o2 =δ

∞, otherwise,

and similarly for d̄In. The contractual value thresholds are assumed to be κi = 1
and κo = 6.

Assume we are observing the trace w = 0i 1i 2i 6o 0i δ
ω to be monitored with

formula (7). First notice, that for combinations of a and b in (7), where a 6= b,
the subformula G(d̄(sa↓i, sb↓i) ≤ 0) is always false, because s1 and s2 (i.e., the
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combination of w1 and w2) have different values at time point 0. Hence, it remains
to show that

(d̄Out(w1↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0) W (d̄In(w1↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0) ∧

(d̄Out(w2↓o, w↓o)− κo ≤ 0) W (d̄In(w2↓i, w↓i)− κi > 0).

For the first part, the input distance between inputs in w and w1 is always 1
at positions 1 to 3, it is 0 at position 4 (because –i is compared to –i) and in
position 5 and beyond. Thus, d̄In(w1↓i, w↓i) − κi is always at most 0, and the
right hand-side of the W operator is always false. Consequently, by definition of
W, the left operand of W must always hold, i.e., d̄Out(w1↓o, w↓o) must always
be less or equal to 6. This is the case for w1 and w: at all positions except for
4, –o is compared to –o (or δ to δ), so the difference is 0, and at position 4, the
distance of 6 and 7 is 1.

For the second W-formula, w is compared to w2. These two traces are com-
parable only to a limited extent: the order of input and output is altered at
the last two positions of the signals before quiescence. Hence, the right operand
of W is true at position 4, and the formula holds for the remaining trace. For
positions 1 to 3, the input distances are 0, because the input values are identical.
At these positions, the left operand must hold. The values are input values, so
–o is compared to –o at each position. This distance is defined to be 0, so it
holds that −6 ≤ 0, and the formula is satisfied. Since both formulas hold, the
conjunction of both holds, too, and trace w is qualified as robustly clean. There
could however be other system traces not considered in this example, that overall
could violate robust cleanness of the system.

Restriction of input space. Robust cleanness puts semantic requirements on
fragments of a system’s input space, outside of which the system’s behaviour
remains unspecified. Typically, the fragment of the input space covered is rather
small. To falsify the STL formula (7), the falsifier has two challenging tasks. First,
it has to find a way to stay in the relevant input space, i.e., select inputs with a
distance of at most κi from the standard behaviour. Only if this is assured it can
search for an output large enough to violate the κo requirement. In this, a large
robustness estimate provided by the quantitative semantics of STL cannot serve
as an indicator for deciding whether an input is too far off or whether an output
stays too close to the standard behaviour.

The general strength of the falsification technique is its proven ability to
discover outputs of a black-box system violating a property. That is why the
technique is considered suitable for real-world robust cleanness tests. We can
improve its efficiency significantly by narrowing upfront the input space the
falsifier uses.

In practice, test execution traces will always be finite. In previous real-
life doping tests, test execution lengths have been bounded by some constant
B ∈ N [6], i.e., systems are represented as sets of finite traces S ⊆ (In ∪ Out)B

(which for formality reasons each can be considered suffixed with δω). In this
bounded horizon, we can provide a predicate discriminating between relevant
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and irrelevant input sequences. Formally, the restriction to the relevant input
space fragment of a system S ⊆ (In ∪ Out)B is given by the set InStd,κi =

{w ∈ S | ∃w′ ∈ Std.
∧B−1
k=0(d̄In(w(k)↓i, w′(k)↓i) ≤ κi)}. Since Std and B are finite,

membership is computable.
There are rare cases in which this optimisation may prevent the falsifier from

finding a counterexample. This is only the case if there is an input prefix leading
to a violation of the formula for which there is no suffix such that the whole trace
satisfies the κi constraint. Below is a pathological example in which this could
make a difference.

Example 3. Apart from NOx emissions, NEDC (and WLTC) tests are used to
measure fuel consumption. Consider a contract similar to the contracts above, but
with fuel rate as the output quantity. Assuming a “normal” fuel rate behaviour
during the standard test, there might be a test within a reasonable κi distance,
where the fuel is wasted insanely. Then, the fuel tank might run empty before
the intended end of the test, which therefore could not be finished within the κi
distance, because speed would be constantly 0 at the end. The actually driven
test is not in set InStd,κi , but there is a prefix within κi distance that violates the
robust cleanness property.

4 Diesel Emissions

This section discusses how to tailor the generic probabilistic falsification approach
for STL based on Algorithm 1 to the particular case of diesel emissions, and
reports on empirical observations when putting the approach into practice.

Robustness. In the case of diesel emissions doping, the only standard be-
haviour is either the NEDC or the WLTC. Assuming, for example, NEDC, let
C = 〈{NEDC ◦ o}, κi, κo, dIn, dOut〉 be a diesel emissions specific contract, where
NEDC is the sequence of 1180 inputs with the kth input defining the speed of the
car after k seconds from the beginning of the test. Here, the output o suffixed
to NEDC is the (average) amount of emitted NOx during the NEDC drive. By
restricting the input space to In{NEDC◦o},κi

as explained in Section 3, formula (7)
can be simplified to

G(d̄Out((NEDC ◦ o)↓o, s↓o)− κo ≤ 0). (8)

This is because the conjunction and disjunction over standard traces becomes
obsolete for only a single standard trace. For the same reason, the requirement

G(d̄(sa↓i, sb↓i) ≤ 0) becomes obsolete, as the compared traces are always identical.
In the W subformula, the right proposition is always false, because of the restricted
input space: the proposition collapses to d̄In(NEDC◦o↓i, s↓i)−κi > 0) and the input
domain In{NEDC◦o},κi

is {(s)∈ S | ∀k∈ [0, 1180]. d̄In
(
s(k)↓i, (NEDC◦o)(k)↓i

)
≤ κi}.

And thus, by the definition of W and U, the W subformula is equivalent to for-
mula (8). We implemented Algorithm 1 for the robustness computation according
to formula (8).
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Emissions Approximation. In practice, running tests like NEDC with real cars
is a time consuming and expensive endeavour. Furthermore, tests on chassis
dynamometers are usually prohibited to be carried out with rented cars by the
rental companies. On the other hand, car emission models for simulation are
not available to the public—and models provided by the manufacturer cannot
be considered trustworthy. To carry out our experiments, we instead use an
approximation technique that estimates the amount of NOx emissions of a car
along a certain trajectory based on data recorded during previous trips with the
same car, sampled at a frequency of 1 Hz (one sample per second). Notably, these
trips do not need to have much in common with the trajectory to be approximated.
A trip is represented as a finite sequence T ∈ (R × R × R)∗ of triples, where
each such triple (v, a, n) represents the speed, the acceleration and the absolute
amount of NOx emitted at a particular time instant in the sample. Speed and
acceleration can be considered as the main parameters influencing the instant
emission of NOx. This is, for instance, reflected in the RDE regulation [16, 24]
where the decisive quantities to validate the test route and driving behaviour
during RDE tests are speed and acceleration.

A recording D is the union of finitely many trips T . We can turn such
a recording into a predictor P of the NOx values given pairs of speed and
acceleration as follows:

P(v, a) = average[n | (∃v′, a′. (|v − v′| ≤ 2 ∧ |a− a′| ≤ 2 ∧ (v′, a′, n) ∈ D))].

The amount of NOx assigned to a pair (v, a) here is the average of all NOx

values seen in the recording D for v ± ` and a± `, with 0 ≤ ` ≤ 2. To overcome
measurement inaccuracies and to increase the robustness of the approximated
emissions, the speed and acceleration may deviate up to 2 km/h, and 2 m/s2,
respectively. This tolerance is adopted from the official NEDC regulation [26],
which allows up to 2 km/h of deviations while driving the NEDC.

Experiment setup. To demonstrate the practical applicability of our implemen-
tation of Algorithm 1 and our NOx approximation, we report here on two
experiments. For the first experiment, we use recordings from Biewer et al. [8].
They used the app LolaDrives to perform low-cost RDE tests and recorded the
data received from a car’s diagnosis port. Using the two RDE recordings that
appear in their work, the above predictor can be used to estimate the NOx

emission during NEDC to be 86 mg/km. Their car was an Audi A6 Avant Diesel,
admitted in June 2020. We rented the successor of this car model, admitted in
2021, and recorded three low-cost RDE trips with the help of LolaDrives. The
new version of this car turned out to have a significantly better emission cleaning
system: the estimated amount of NOx emitted during the NEDC is 9 mg/km. In
the sequel, we will refer to the first car as A20 and to the second as A21. Car
A20 has previously been falsified w.r.t. the RDE specification. Neither A20 nor
A21 has been falsified w.r.t. robust cleanness.

Contracts. Before turning to falsification, we need to spell out meaningful
contracts. The input domain In ⊆ R∗ is the set of finite speed trajectories, and
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Fig. 3: NEDC speed profile (blue, dashed) and input falsifying C for κo = 88 mg/km
(red) with 182 mg/km of emitted NOx.

the set Out ⊆ R represents the average amount of NOx emitted during the test.
dIn must be past-forgetful, hence only the last speed value in each trace must
be considered. A natural distance function for inputs is dIn(v1, v2) = |v1 − v2|.
Similarly, a measurement for the distance of outputs is dOut(o1, o2) = |o1 − o2|.
Adding the necessary technicalities for the mixed-IO setting, we get d̄In and d̄Out

as defined in Example 2. For κi, it turned out that κi = 15 km/h is a reasonable
choice, as it leaves enough flexibility for human-caused driving mistakes and
intended deviations [6]. The threshold for NOx emissions under lab conditions is
80 mg/km. The emission limits for RDE tests depend on the admission date of
the car. Cars admitted in 2020 or earlier, must emit 168 mg/km at most, and cars
admitted later must adhere to the limit of 120 mg/km. For our experiments, we use
κo = 88 mg/km for A20 and κo = 40 mg/km for A21 to have the same tolerances
as for RDE tests. Effectively, the upper threshold for A20 is 84+88 = 172 mg/km,
and for A21 the limit is 9 + 40 = 49 mg/km. Notice that for software doping
analysis, the output observed for a certain standard behaviour and the constant
κo define the effective threshold; this threshold is typically different from the
threshold defined by the regulation.

Evaluation. We modified Algorithm 1 by adding a timeout condition, i.e., if the
algorithm is not able to find a falsifying counterexample within 3,000 iterations,
it terminates and returns both the trace for which the smallest robustness has
been observed and its corresponding robustness value. Hence, if falsification of
robust cleanness for a system is not possible, the algorithm outputs an upper
bound on how robust the system satisfies robust cleanness.

For the concrete case of the diesel emissions, the robustness value during the
first 1180 inputs (sampled from the restricted input space InStd,κi) is always κo.
When the NEDC output oNEDC and the non-standard output o are compared, the
robustness value is κo − |oNEDC − o| (cf., eq. (8), the quantitative semantics of
STL, and definition of d̄Out). Hence, for test cycles with small robustness values,
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Fig. 4: NEDC speed profile (blue, dashed) and input maximising NOx emissions
to 11 mg/km (red).

we get NOx emissions o that are either very small or very large compared to
oNEDC. We ran the modified Algorithm 1 on A20 and A21 for the contracts defined
above. For A20, it found a robustness value of −8, i.e., it was able to falsify robust
cleanness relative to the assumed contract and found a test cycle for which NOx

emissions of 182 mg/km are predicted. The test cycle is shown in Fig. 3. For A21,
the smallest robustness estimate found—even after 100 independent executions
of the algorithm—was 38, i.e., A21 is predicted to satisfy robust cleanness with
a very high robustness upper bound. The corresponding test cycle is shown in
Fig. 4.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

This paper marks an important milestone in making software doping tests of
real-world CPS practically feasible. Regarding test execution effort, real-world
testing of CPS is not scalable; the number of tests realistically executable is
usually very limited. Probabilistic falsification has its strength in repetitive testing
of a system model in a strategic way. We improved this approach by embedding
it into a very natural problem solving strategy: Patiently observing the system
in-the-wild for the purpose of eventually conducting a small set of doping tests in
an even more strategic way. With this paper, we have laid the formal foundations,
and we have carved out the aspects that dominate practical applicability. For
the latter we focussed on the automotive emissions context. In that context, we
are currently spending considerable effort on the acquisition of more high-quality
training data. We are building a car data platform (CDP) as a central place
for automotive data, which, most importantly, includes the app LolaDrives for
convenient recording, uploading and crowd-sourcing of data. With increasing
amounts of data collected we hope to be able to roll out predictions that are more
and more precise. Finally, we will extend the approach to broader application
contexts, to make software doping tests available across the wider CPS domain.
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